How to use your Solofill K-Cup Reusable Filter

1. Gather your supplies:
   a. Mug
   b. American Serenade Coffee
   c. Solofill re-usable filter

2. Fill your re-usable filter with coffee
   a. Fill to the ‘fill line’ which is at the top of the silver mesh.

3. Close the filter and insert directly into your Keurig
   a. Insert just like you would a kcup

4. Select Brew size
   a. Use either largest or next largest depending on preferred strength
   b. You may have to play around with this the 1st couple of times to find your desired brew strength.

5. Check out the delicious oils produced.
   a. You will notice a rim around the top of your coffee and what looks like sediment at the bottom of your cup.
   b. Stir it in and enjoy...Here is why:

      This may cause alarm for people and this is a benefit to using a Solofill filter!! There is always a little darker/thicker coffee in the bottom of a good cup of coffee! Let me explain:

There are 4 types of filter a auto drip coffee pot user can leverage:
1. White paper - which will allow bleach to sip into your brew as the hot water hits it.
2. Brown paper filter, I would recommend to people that do not want to invest in a gold tone filter
3. Gold Tone filter
4. True Gold filter

We use #3 above for our coffee pot. It is the best! This filter has tiny holes in it vs a paper filter so it allows more of the richness of the coffee to come through (similar to a french press method but without the deep/dark taste of french press). The paper filters keeps all that richness of a gourmet coffee in the filter, still tasting good and most of my customers use this type of filter. The Solofill is the only filter I have seen that gives you the same experience as a gold tone filter and gives you as close to a taste with a Keurig as using an auto drip coffee machine. This is why this is the only filter American Serenade recommends for Keurig.

1. To clean
   a. Tap your filter on the top of your trash can while still hot
   b. Reuse for your next cup or rinse the remainder out immediately, later at dinner

Visit our FAQs on our website for full pictures & instructions using our Solofill Re-usable Kcup.

www.americanserenade.com